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Our Products and Services...
are informational and educational, including audios, videos, and books in both physical 

and digital formats, as well as thousands of live events held around the world. 
Additionally, we offer various services designed to save people money on transactions and 

purchases they are already making.

T he LIFE You’ve Always Wanted
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T he LIFE You’ve Always Wanted

Our Offerings 
Are in Three Divisions

Financial Development
Get out of debt and stay out of debt.

What is required is an understanding of the principles behind 
the offense, defense, and playing field of personal finance. Get a 
financial education that involves budgeting, roll-down reduction 
training, planning tools, offensive game plans, teaching on how to 
arrange your money into a hierarchy, and even information on how your nation’s 
monetary policy affects your money.

 
Professional Development
Training Is Temporary. Development Is Permanent. 

Leadership development is arguably the single most important 
investment any company can make. The leader creates the culture; 
the culture delivers the results. Based on the New York Times 
bestselling book Launching a Leadership Revolution, the LLR Corporate Education 
Program is designed not just to train employees but to develop leaders and to 
transform the corporate world!

 
Personal Development
Life-Changing Information. 

Significant life improvement occurs through the application 
of small bits of truth consistently over time. Life Leadership 
personal development products use exactly that approach to help 
customers grow in all areas of their lives, including family, faith, and friendships. 
There are even programs for the youth.
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Life Leadership’s Content Creators Bring You 
the Best Life-Changing Information. 

Terri Brady

Chris Brady

Laurie Woodward

Orrin Woodward

Bill Lewis

With more than 100 years combined experience leading people in business, these content contributors 
are experts in educating the population on financial literacy, leadership, relationships, freedom, and 
purpose. Their commitment to excellence has rewarded them with several industry awards, bestselling 
books, and national recognition across multiple professional leadership platforms. Together, they 
are determined to help millions of people transform their lives and escape the Financial Matrix by 
creating world-class content that speaks the truth. Please take a few moments to make your Life 
Leadership journey a little more personal by getting to know these incredible servant leaders and 
experienced professionals.
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Lana Hamilton

Lisa Hawkins

Dan Hawkins

George Guzzardo

Jill Guzzardo

Awards Achieved by Life Leadership’s Content Creators

Claude Hamilton

• Illumination Awards - Bronze Medal Winner
• eLit Awards - Bronze Medal Winner
• Inc. Magazine’s Top 50 Leadership and 

Management Experts
• GUINNESS WORLD RECORDS® Largest  

Book Signing Official Record Holder 
• Top 100 Authors to Follow on Twitter
• New York Times Bestselling Authors 
• Living Now Book Awards Gold and Bronze  

Medal Winners
• All-Top Leadership Blog Selection
• Inc. Magazine’s Top 100 Speakers
• Reader’s Legacy Choice Awards Platinum and 

Gold Award Winners
• Modern Servant Leader’s Top Leadership Experts 

to Follow
• Top 20 Most Followed Leadership Influencers  

on Twitter

• Entrepreneurial Achievement Award Recipient
• Gold and Silver ADDY Award Winners
• All-Time Top 100 Leadership  

Book Selection
• Axiom Business Book Awards Silver  

Medal Winner
• HR’s Top 100 Blogs for Management and 

Leadership Selection
• Recipient of Masters Award in Leadership from 

Online Masters Degree Programs
• Universities Online Top 100 Blogs Selection
• Top 150 Management and Leadership 

Blogs Selection
• Likeable Local’s Top 150 Great Marketers 

to Follow
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financialfitnessinfo.com

For your country's pricing, visit lifeleadership.com.
At the bottom of the page under "Additional Links” click on "Product Pricing."

FINANCIAL FITNESS BASIC PROGRAM

F I N A N C I A L  D E V E L O P M E N T

The first program designed to teach all three aspects 
of personal finance: defense, offense, and playing field. 
Learn the simple, easy-to-apply principles that can help 
you shore up your resources, get out of debt, and build 
stability for a more secure future. It’s all here, including 
a comprehensive book, companion workbook, and 8 
audios that amplify the teachings from the books.

Also available DIGITALLY!

Also available DIGITALLY!

FINANCIAL FITNESS 
MASTER CLASS
Buy it once, and use it forever! Designed to provide 
a continual follow-up to the principles learned in the 
Basic Program, this ongoing educational support 
offers over 6 hours of video and over 14 hours of audio 
instruction that walk you through the workbook step 
by step. Perfect for individual or group study.

FINANCIAL FITNESS 
TRACK AND SAVE
The Financial Fitness Program teaches you how to get 
out of debt, build additional streams of income, and 
properly take advantage of tax deductions. Now, with this 
subscription, we give you the tools to do so. The Tracker 
offers mobile expense tracking tools and budgeting 
software, while the Saver offers you thousands of coupons 
and discounts to help you save money every day.
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6 videos
15 audios

Start with the FINANCIAL FITNESS PROGRAM to get a handle on the offense, 
defense, and playing field of personal finance. Challenge yourself to learn and apply 

the 47 financial principles. 

ESCAPE THE MATRIX!

*Available only 
in English

Monthly Subscription
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Also Available in French and Spanish

Also Available in French and Spanish



Financial Fitness: The Offense, Defense, and 
Playing Field of Personal Finance
by Chris Brady and Orrin Woodward
We call it “The Money Thing”: the elusive, often difficult mystery of 
acquiring, keeping, and continuing to produce enough money to be 
able to live the life of our choosing. While prescriptions and advice 
about one’s money are as available and varied as diet plans for one’s 
physical health, financial fitness appears to be as rare a thing as 3% 
body fat and proper cholesterol, but it doesn’t have to be that way.

The principles of financial fitness are available for everyone. Just as with diets for physical health 
and fitness, where fanaticism and extremism are not only suspect but are unsustainable, so too 
with financial fitness. What works best is knowledge and application of basic principles. Learning 
and applying these principles can, over time, produce incredible results and, perhaps 
surprisingly, also be a lot of fun. 

What is required is an understanding of the principles behind the Offense, Defense, 
and Playing Field of personal finance. With a basic understanding of these three 
areas, which are rarely taught together as a whole, anyone can 
learn to prosper, conserve, and multiply the fruits of his or her 
labor.
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financialfitnessinfo.com

F I N A N C I A L  D E V E L O P M E N T

Become Debt Free and Even
Financially FREE!

THE OFFENSE, DEFENSE, AND
PLAYING FIELD OF PERSONAL FINANCE
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In Financial Fitness, you will learn about the three 
aspects of personal finance:

Offense
• The mindset and moneyview of the financially fit
• Why you need to have a long-term vision
• The advantage of putting multipliers on your 

wealth
• Harnessing the power of compounding to work for 

you instead of against you
• The difference between active and passive income
• What retirement means and what it takes to plan 

for it
• The importance of business ownership and what 

types to own
• Why investing in yourself is the best investment 

you will ever make
• What, when, and how much to invest in the YOU, 

Inc. Investment Hierarchy

Defense
• The habits of saving and budgeting
• The many myths about debt
• The benefits of practicing delayed gratification
• A strategic plan to get out of debt
• Removing multipliers from your debts and 

expenses
• Avoiding the traps of status and materialism
• The ten financial danger zones

Playing Field
• Command vs. market economies and why this 

matters
• The history of money
• Gold as currency
• How inflation works
• What government has done to our money
• The role and significance of entrepreneurs
• How to rate your nation’s economy
• Predicting and preparing for economic downturns
• Connecting with and teaching others the prin-

ciples of financial fitness

Reading this book will put you in a unique position. You 
will know something that only a few people in the world 
know. You will know the principles of financial fitness. 
You will know what to do to become financially healthy 
and how to set the example for others so they can do 
the same. You will know what the people around you 
need to do to get their financial lives in order and what 
your nation needs to do as well. You have the power to 
not only develop financial fitness but also to positively 
impact the lives of those in your community and nation. 
And the time to take action is now. 

We call it “The Money Thing”: 
the elusive, often difficult mystery of 
acquiring, keeping, and continuing to 
produce enough money to be able to 
live the life of our choosing. While 
prescriptions and advice about one’s 
money are as available and varied as diet 
plans for one’s physical health, financial 
fitness appears to be as rare a thing as 3% 
body fat and proper cholesterol. But it 
doesn’t have to be that way.

The principles of financial fitness 
are available for everyone. Just as with 
diets for physical health and fitness, 
where fanaticism and extremism are not 
only suspect but are unsustainable, so 
too with financial fitness. What works 
best is knowledge and application 
of basic principles. Learning and 
applying these principles, over time, can 
produce incredible results and, perhaps 
surprisingly, also be a lot of fun.  

What is required is an understanding 
of the principles behind the Offense, 
Defense, and Playing Field 
of personal finance. With a basic 
understanding of these three areas, which 
are rarely taught together as a whole, 
anyone can learn to prosper, conserve, 
and multiply the fruits of his or her labor. 

“Finally, I found a financial tool that is easy to understand and 
makes sense. The financial information is life-changing!”

– Holger Spiewak

“Financial Fitness is perfect for all income levels. My only regret is 
that I didn’t have this information ten years ago.”

– Raymond Abernathy 

“It’s amazing how your whole attitude changes for the better once 
you feel in control of your finances rather than your finances being 

in control of you. Financial Fitness was just what I needed.”
– Tony Hoffman
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FINANCIAL
FITNESS

HOW TO BUILD YOUR INCOME, GET OUT OF 
DEBT, AND PROSPER IN ANY ECONOMY

Book design by Norm Williams, nwa-inc.com
Printed in the United States of America

$21.95
LEADERSHIP / BUSINESS

financialfitnessinfo.com
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHORS

CHRIS BRADY 
ORRIN WOODWARD
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WORKBOOK

“For the first time in my life, finances are not a leading cause of stress. I used to live in a constant state of worry over money.” – Michael Parr
 “I wish I would have had the Financial Fitness Program in college! I’m not afraid to open my mail anymore.” – Dean Frey
 “This program helped me understand my spending habits and taught me the true value of money and how to earn and keep more of it.” – Greg Johnson T H E .       P

R
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HOW TO BUILD YOUR INCOME, GET OUT OF DEBT, AND PROSPER IN ANY ECONOMY

$7.95
LEADERSHIP / BUSINESS

financialfitnessinfo.com

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHORS

CHRIS BRADY 
ORRIN WOODWARD

THE OFFENSE, DEFENSE, ANDPLAYING FIELD OF PERSONAL FINANCE

FINANCIAL
FITNESS

Silver Medal Winner 
in the 2014 Axiom 

Business Book 
Awards and Bronze 
Medal Winner in the 

2014 Living Now Book 
Awards

lifeleadership.com
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BROKE TO ABUNDANT
LIFE Leadership Essentials Series

$17.95
YOUTH / FINANCES

FINANCIAL
FITNESS

 FOR Teens
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FINANCIAL
FITNESS

 FOR Teens
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You’re never too young to learn the principles of success, and nowhere is that more true than in the category of finances. Schools and colleges are big on teaching fundamentals, principles, and vocations, but for some reason, money is often left out of the picture. Finally, with this book, Financial Fitness for Teens, a crucial but often forgotten topic is handled in an exciting way for those who just might need it the most: people like you, on the “front side” of life! “The money thing” is one of the most important aspects of life to master, and this book will show you how!
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llrcinfo.com

Please see our price list for current prices in your country’s currency.

LLR Corporate Education Program
Subscription Options

Based on the New York Times bestseller Launching a Leadership Revolution, the LLR Corporate 
Education Program is designed not just to train your employees but to gradually and effectively 
develop your existing talent into engaged, contributing, go-to leaders and systemically create a 
permanent culture of leadership that affects every employee within your organization. 
For a small investment, you can make a dramatic difference in your workplace environment. Fill your 
company with high-performance leaders who are proud to leave their “signature” on their work. 
Every month, a new session (each containing 1 leadership book and 4 audios) is conveniently shipped 
directly to your office or to each participant’s home. 

LLR Corporate Education 
Program Course 1 (6 Sessions)
This is where Life Leadership’s corporate 
revolution began. Firmly establish a leadership 
culture throughout your entire workforce with the 6 
monthly sessions of LLRC Course 1.

LLR Corporate Education 
Program Course 2 (6 Sessions)
Keep up the leadership momentum LLRC Course 1 
started, and build on it with LLRC Course 2 
to further increase employee engagement, 
productivity, and retention.

LLR Corporate Education 
Program Course 3 (6 Sessions)
LLRC Course 3 shifts gears a little bit and begins 
applying the concepts learned in Courses 1 and 2 
by considering an interesting and very broad array 
of case studies.

LLR Corporate Education 
12-Month Program
Courses 1 and 2 (12 Sessions)
Establish and solidify a leadership culture 
throughout your workforce over the period of a 
year with the LLRC 12-Month Education Program, 
which includes all of the materials from LLRC 
Courses 1 and 2. Definitely a longer term option for 
the savvy employer.

LLR Corporate Education 
18-Month Program
Courses 1, 2, and 3 
(18 Sessions)
The momentum will stay in full effect with the 
LLRC 18-Month Education Program, which 
includes all of the materials for LLRC Courses 1, 2, 
and 3. Experience lasting results and effectiveness 
that allow for ongoing 
success and help to attract 
high-caliber new talent to 
your organization.

P R O F E S S I O N A L  D E V E L O P M E N T
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llrcinfo.com

LLR Books
Launching a Leadership Revolution: 
Mastering the Five Levels of Influence 
by Chris Brady and Orrin Woodward
This New York Times bestseller demonstrates how the 
principles of leadership apply to anyone and everyone. The question 
isn’t whether you are a leader, but rather, will you be ready when you’re 
called upon to lead? Let Orrin and Chris teach you the art and science 
of leadership, so you’ll be ready when the spotlight shines on you!

This product is also available as 
an audio book.

Launching a Leadership Revolution (LLR) 
Workbook by Chris Brady and Orrin Woodward
This companion to Launching a Leadership Revolution is designed 
to increase the understanding of the information presented in 
the original book. Dig deeper into both the art and science of 
leadership: what a leader is, what a leader brings, what a leader 
does, how a leader grows personally, and how a leader grows in 
influence. There will come a time when you are called to lead. With 
the Launching a Leadership Revolution Workbook, you can make 
sure that you are ready to take charge.

New York 
Times 

Bestseller

P R O F E S S I O N A L  D E V E L O P M E N T
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llrcinfo.com

“The Lens Effect” Audio by Orrin Woodward
How do you see the world? There are so many different and unique ways 
each of us views life. Orrin reveals that victim, follower, performer, and 
leader are the 4 different lenses through which people view life. Which lens 
are you using today, and which do you want to begin looking through? 
Choose the right one, become more successful, and accomplish greater 
things in life.

LLR DVD 2: “Levels of Influence”
by Orrin Woodward
Leadership is both art and science. In this fascinating and in-depth 
presentation by Orrin Woodward, the Five Levels of Influence are 
explained in a way that will be both intriguing and useful in growing 
your ability to influence larger and larger groups of people.

LLR DVD 3: “Launch Your Revolution” 
by Chris Brady
Huge forest fires begin with only a tiny spark. Leadership often works 
the same way. When one person decides to take responsibility and 
make a difference, there is a ripple effect that is often unmeasurable. 
In this entertaining and sometimes humorous video, Chris shows how 
small leadership moments can become downright revolutionary. 

P R O F E S S I O N A L  D E V E L O P M E N T

Videos

Audios

Please see our price list for current prices in your country’s currency.
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Conflict Resolution Pack
Don’t run from conflict or pretend that it doesn’t exist. Learn the 
vital principles for properly resolving conflicts, and improve both 
your personal and professional relationships. Create relationships 
that are peacefully productive by learning and applying the 
principles of conflict resolution that help you stand in your 
strength and handle tense situations with grace and ease. Learn 
the right way to resolve conflict!

Pack includes 1 book and 4 audio recordings.

Public Speaking Pack
Who needs a speech writer when you’ve got YOU! Whether you are 
speaking to a small group of friends or a stadium full of strangers, you can 
do it like a pro with the help of Life Leadership’s Public Speaking Pack. 
Gain the knowledge needed to take your presentations to the next level. 
Listen to the audio recordings included and start practicing right away. 
We can’t wait to hear what you have to say!

Pack includes 4 audio recordings.

People Skills Pack
Learning to deal well with others is one of life’s most important skills. Based 
upon the foundations of character and caring, instead of superficiality and 
behavior modification, this pack teaches fundamental skills that all of us 
need on a regular basis. Whether it's understanding the different personality 
temperaments, or learning better listening skills, this pack is jammed full of 
practical advice based on true principles.

Pack includes 4 audio recordings.

Leading Your Way to a Better Life Pack
This pack is a collection of several of the most popular teachings given by 
New York Times bestselling authors Chris Brady and Orrin Woodward on the 
subject of leadership. From the Productive Loop to the Trilateral Leadership 
Ledger, Chris and Orrin cover both the Art and Science sides of leadership, 
and impart skills that can benefit everyone on his or her leadership journey. 
If you’re looking for the quickest way to learn the high points of the LLR 
program, this is it.

Pack includes 8 audio recordings.

P R O F E S S I O N A L  D E V E L O P M E N T

Packs
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The Life Leadership Series 
(also available in Spanish and 
French)
The Life Leadership subscription is specifically 
designed to foster personal growth and development across all 
areas of life. Consisting of four audios and a specially chosen book 
each month, this material will help develop new and lasting habits 
that can have a massive impact over time.

Series includes 4 audios and 1 book monthly.
Receive a physical book regardless of format selected.

Subscriptions from Life Leadership
Sign Up for a Better Life.

Rascal Radio Subscription
Rascal Radio is the world’s first online/
mobile customizable personal development 
radio station. A lot like Pandora does with music, Rascal Radio 
randomizes talks by some of the world’s top leadership experts, 
life coaches, bestselling authors, and speakers. Sort by speaker, 
category, and language to create customized stations that speak 
just to you! 

Free Life Leadership Smartphone App Available!

Please see our price list for current prices in your country’s currency.

Each series contains countless informative and entertaining lessons to live by. As your collection grows, 
so will your personal drive and development. And with so many life-enriching categories from which to 
choose, all you have to do is decide where to begin.

AVAILABLEIN PHYSICALAND DIGITAL VERSIONS

7-DAY FREE TRIAL FOR REGISTERED CUSTOMERS
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P E R S O N A L  D E V E L O P M E N T
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The Edge Series
There is no age limit on success. This series 
consists of one audio per month designed to 
impart the principles of success to preteens 
and early teens and give them the information we all wish we had 
learned earlier! 

Series includes 1 audio monthly.

The AGO (All Grace Outreach) 
Series
All Grace Outreach is a 501(c)(3) charitable organization that 
offers a monthly subscription consisting of one audio and one 
book. Its purpose is to foster spiritual growth and development 
and strengthen people in their Christian walk. Any profits from the 
subscription are used for charitable purposes. 

Series includes 1 audio and 1 book monthly.
Receive a physical book regardless of format selected.

The Freedom Series
Freedom isn’t free! In this stimulating monthly 
subscription consisting of one audio per month, 
learn the principles of freedom and what you can 
do to preserve it in your society. 

Series includes 1 audio monthly for 12 months.

AVAILABLEIN PHYSICALAND DIGITAL VERSIONS

AVAILABLEIN PHYSICALAND DIGITAL VERSIONS

AVAILABLE IN PHYSICALAND DIGITALVERSIONS

Edge

ALL GRACE
O U T R E A C H

P E R S O N A L  D E V E L O P M E N T
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totalaccess.lifeleadership.com

Life Live
Associating with other like-minded people is a key ingredient to success in anything. Life Live offers the 
unique opportunity to attend LIVE monthly leadership seminars with other members or customers of Life 
Leadership. Ranging in size from hundreds to thousands of participants, you will learn success principles 
from leaders and speakers who are the best-of-the-best in the industry. Can’t find a seminar in your area? 
Life Live allows you the option to access a live seminar online from wherever you are. Life Live events and 
webinars are your best shot at living the life you’ve always wanted.

Leadership Platform
The Leadership Platform contains a massive array of audio and video content, as well as articles and 
book summaries from the top business and thought leaders in the world today. Also included is a digital 
subscription to Success magazine, which includes all of the monthly audio interviews that are featured. This 
new edition to the Total Access family creates more learning opportunities for years of growth. 

Life Library
This online, round-the-clock video library is the best way to learn from Life Leadership’s world-class financial, 
professional, and personal content. Whether you are an audio or visual learner, the library is easy to use and 
can be formatted to meet your specific interests. Search options allow you to filter by speaker or subject and 
if you find a talk that you want to hear over and over again, the library allows you to save it to a “favorites” 
folder for quick retrieval. Life Library was designed for you to learn from experts in the industry right from 
your computer or mobile device.

Total Access Subscription
SEVERAL LIFE-CHANGING PRODUCTS IN ONE SUBSCRIPTION

Please see our price list for current prices in your country’s currency.

VIDEOS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE ON LIFE STREAM

P E R S O N A L  D E V E L O P M E N T

totalaccess.lifeleadership.com

BONUS CONTENT!THE MOST POPULAR
OBSTACLÉS PRESS AUDIO
BOOKS NOW INCLUDEDIN A TOTAL ACCESSSUBSCRIPTION.

NEW
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lifestream.lifeleadership.com

Life Stream
Life Leadership’s Digital Delivery Platform

Life Stream is the new cutting-edge media platform available as a free download on any Internet-
ready device. You will now have the ability to receive and play the Life Leadership materials any 
time you desire no matter where you are! For Apple and Android devices, go to your app store 
to download Life Stream. For all other devices, go to lifestream.lifeleadership.com to begin 
your journey.

• Subscribe to your subscriptions with 3 
different options:

 − Physical only

 − Digital only

 − Both physical and digital

• All digital audios are the same price as the 
physical audios (CDs)

• Conveniently purchase your subscriptions, 
audios, packs, and books all from one site 
 

• Search all of Life Leadership’s audio 
products by keyword, title, speaker, or 
stock number

• All available LIFE Leadership audios are 
displayed in neat lists by series so you will 
never have to wonder if you’ve missed any, 
and can always find and purchase them

• All of your purchased audios will be neatly 
listed and organized for immediate access. 
No more fumbling for CDs in your car!

• The price of digital audios and physical CDs 
is the same

• Bundled discount available when purchasing 
digital AND physical copies of audios and 
packs – 50% discount only available at time 
of purchase

• The physical or digital complement to your 
current subscription(s) can be added at any 
time for a 50% discount

• Will work on any device that is connected to 

the Internet

• Going digital is environmentally friendly!

• Every audio has a 6-minute preview so you 
can sample what you are buying before you 
make your purchase

*for all other devices, go to lifestream.lifeleadership.com

D I G I T A L  P L A T F O R M

NEW
• All audios now available for download so no 

continuing connection to the internet is necessary
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Pack includes the PAiLS book and 4 audio recordings.

Pack includes the Edge book and 4 audio recordings.

Life Leadership’s Bestselling Packs

Mental Fitness Challenge (MFC) Set
“There are two educations: One should teach us how to make 
a living and the other how to live.” – John Adams 

The MFC is one of the most esteemed players in 
the Life Leadership product lineup and contains 
decades of footprints of Life Leadership’s founding 
fathers. Prepare to grow as a person and experience 
the sensation of true, personal accomplishment 
while allowing your mind to replace powerlessness 
with new possibilities. The MFC is for every person 
aspiring to excellence. It offers an interactive, easy-
to-use website and will deliver what it promises.

PAiLS Pack
New York Times bestselling author Chris Brady leads you through the adventure of your 
life and provides a fresh approach to finding meaning along the way. His creative PAiLS 
illustration and ziggurat / layer-cake construct help you determine a clear direction toward 
your best life and demonstrate how even your mistakes are just stepping stones for your 
next ascent. Fulfill your purposeful calling and contribute to the world what only you can.

Edge Pack
The exclusive Edge Pack includes the Edge book by Chris Brady and Orrin Woodward and 
four of the hottest Edge audios produced to teach youth the principles of success and 
help them grow in their leadership ability. While geared toward youth, this pack has the 
information and power to motivate and encourage every man, woman, and child. Give your 
whole family and everyone you know an Edge on success TODAY!

2013
Silver ADDY 

Award 
Winner

P A C K S

Please see our price list for current prices in your country’s currency.
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Parenting Pack
You are raising the leaders of the next generation—provide yourself with 
the knowledge to help them become successful! Parents worldwide know 
that raising children is one of life’s greatest challenges as well as one of its 
greatest joys. Being a perfect parent is a fictional idea, but what you can 
strive to be is a mom or dad continually educating yourself to make the best 
decisions for your kids. The Parenting Pack Series brings laughter, tears, and 
a ton of great information to help and encourage you to keep building sound 
parenting decisions.

Packs one includes 3 audios and packs two and three include 4 audios.

Marriage Pack
A healthy, sacred, and genuinely loving marriage is one that we all strive for, 
but every day can’t be wedded bliss or the perfect Hollywood romance that 
movies and TV pretend it to be. Learn to look at your relationship through 
God’s eyes and see its true beauty. With Life Leadership’s Marriage Pack, 
you’ll discover new ways to help ride out troublesome storms and, instead, 
end up walking off into the sunset together. 

Pack includes 3 audio recordings.

NEW

NEW
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Parent with Purpose Pack 
America’s Parenting Doctor is here to bring you a pack 
specifically designed to help parents teach and inform their 
children how to build a solid foundation of values and principles. 
Dr. Scheibner has appeared on Glenn Beck and is a frequent 
guest on Focus on the Family Radio. 

On the Edge Pack #2: Critical Issues by Chris Swanson 
Law official Chris Swanson’s expert straight talk helps young people make the 
right choices and develop healthy relationships as they deal with critical issues 
like drugs, sex, depression, and suicide. Give today’s youth the guidance and 
inspiration they need to overcome peer pressure, maintain enthusiasm for life, 
and stay on a path of excellence. 
While this content is professional and classy, parental discretion is still advised due to some of  
the themes discussed.

On the Edge Pack #1 by Chris Swanson
In this hard-hitting, no-holds-barred audio pack, one of North America’s top law 
enforcement officials, Chris Swanson, gets real with teens and illuminates where 
even small steps off track can lead to in their lives.
While this content is professional and classy, parental discretion is still advised due to some of  
the themes discussed.

On the Edge Pack #3: Livin’ Legit by Chris Swanson
Chris Swanson has years of experience working closely with teens to help them 
understand the consequences of their actions. He keeps it real as he shares expert 
advice on dealing with issues like bullies, broken homes, personal presence, and 
making wise choices in life. Bridge the generation gap. Give the youth in your life 
guidance they can easily relate to so that no matter what they will stand in their 
own power and live a life to be proud of. 
While this content is professional and classy, parental discretion is still advised due to some of  
the themes discussed.

P A C K S
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Now Hear This: Life Leadership’s
Audio Recordings to Live and Learn By

“Dark Water”  
by Chris Brady

“Experience Life Leadership:  
A Preview of Our  

Life-Changing Information”

“Delay Your Gratification”  
by Claude Hamilton

NOW AVAILABLE IN DIGITAL AND PHYSICAL FORMATS!

“Self Talk”  
by Orrin Woodward and Chris Brady

“The Three Keys to a 
Breakthrough”  
by Chris Brady

“Love your Family”  
by Laurie Woodward

“13 Resolutions for Life”  
by Orrin Woodward

“Do Not Get Stuck in Your 
Comfort Zone”  
by Dan Hawkins

A U D I O S

“Three Bubbles”  
by Chris Brady

AND MANY MORE AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE
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Life by Chris Brady and Orrin Woodward
The Life book received a Gold ADDY Award at the 2011 District 6 ADDY Awards 
and came back to win a Silver ADDY Award at the regionals. Chris and Orrin 
team up to bring you a book that speaks directly to living a life that counts. 
They deliver pick-me-ups, thought provokers, and game changers paired with 
stunning personal photographs. This will be the favorite coffee table book you’ll 
pick up again and again for quick inspiration and profound, timeless insight into 
how to get the best out of life. Order your copy today, and start living a much 
more meaningful life!

Books from Obstaclés Press

Book design by Norm Williams, nwa-inc.com
Printed in the United States of America

$19.95
LEADERSHIP / POLITICAL 
SCIENCE / ECONOMICS ORRIN WOODWARD
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New York Times Bestselling Author

“If you’re like most people, you may have asked yourself, “How has the welfare state gotten so 
big?” And Justice for All clearly shows historically where such issues originated and how we 

ended up where we are today. I believe Orrin Woodward has written a masterpiece here, and I 
can’t wait for the next volume!”

 —Tim Marks, Author of Voyage of a Viking and Confidence of a Champion  
and Cofounder of LIFE Leadership

“Brilliant! This book is the Federalist Papers of our time. Woodward’s Six Duties of Society are a 
seminal contribution to the whole field of political science, economics, history, and leadership. 

This is the kind of book Thomas Jefferson would write, and certainly read, if he were alive today.”  
—Oliver DeMille, New York Times Bestselling Author and Founder of  

Thomas Jefferson Education (TJEd)
 

“When listening to the talking heads of today, one is led to believe that the challenges facing 
Western civilization are complex and should be left to the alleged experts. Orrin Woodward, 
through his path-breaking SDS and FLD concepts, reveals the simplicity of interconnected 
systems causing the apparent complexity. Reading And Justice for All gives me hope for my 

children’s generation once society understands these concepts.”  
—Dan Hawkins, Cofounder of LIFE Leadership

“Unfortunately, too many of our friends and family are hurting economically and are under 
constant financial stress. Bestselling author Orrin Woodward takes his years of study and 

systematic genius and provides insights as to why these problems exist. I will reread and study 
this book and use it to help as many people as possible.”  

—George Guzzardo, Cofounder of LIFE Leadership

“Orrin Woodward’s understanding of the Five Laws of Decline is not only profound but also very 
commonsensical. He has learned from firsthand experience how these laws affect the mindset of 
a community of people. His understanding has helped with his community and will work for the 

entire country because we all are a part of the bigger community.”  
—Bill Lewis, Cofounder of LIFE Leadership

HUMANITY’S QUEST 
FOR CONCORD

For more than 2,500 years, humanity has 
been on an insatiable quest, one that has 
only temporarily been realized in a few 
locations and for fleeting moments. That 
quest is for concord: that idyllic state of 
affairs in which neither tyranny reigns nor 
chaos rules.

Why should peace and harmony 
among the citizens of the earth be so 
elusive?

Why, when concord is accomplished, 
does it almost immediately begin to erode 
and swing toward either chaos on one side 
or tyranny on the other?

Why do people fall again and again 
into the same old societal traps their 
ancestors did?

And more important, how can the 
lessons from the answers to these questions 
be used to, once and for all, establish 
society on a firm foundation of freedom 
and justice for all?

The answers to these questions are 
tantalizingly presented in the pages of 
this book. Orrin Woodward combines 
staggering scholarship and boundless 
creativity to distill the lessons of two and 
a half millennia into a concise image. 
Readers will gain a clear comprehension 
of the root of the trouble and the historical 
underpinnings that, once understood, 
provide the final resolution of the quest.  

ORRIN 
WOODWARD 
New York Times 
bestselling coauthor of 
LeaderShift and Launching 

a Leadership Revolution Orrin Woodward 
has sold over a million copies of his 
various books on leadership and personal 
development. And his book RESOLVED: 13 
Resolutions for LIFE was named as an All-
Time Top 100 Leadership Book. 

As cofounder and Chairman of the 
Board of LIFE Leadership, Orrin speaks 
around the globe on leadership, success, 
mentoring, and personal development. 
In addition, he helped found All 
Grace Outreach, a 501(c)(3) charitable 
organization, and serves as its President. His 
blog (orrinwoodwardblog.com) is listed as 
an All-Top Leadership Blog Selection and 
one of HR’s Top 100 Blogs for Management 
and Leadership.

Formerly employed as an engineer, 
Orrin has a bachelor of science degree from 
GMI-EMI (now Kettering University) in 
manufacturing systems engineering, holds 
four US patents, and is the recipient of an 
exclusive National Technical Benchmarking 
Award.  

Orrin and his wife Laurie have four 
children and follow the sun between 
residences in Michigan and Florida. He 
loves boating, fishing, sports, reading, and 
traveling.

PAiLS: 20 Years from Now, What Will You Wish You 
Had Done Today? by Chris Brady 
“Your place in this world is an address only you can occupy.” Chris Brady 
provides a fresh approach to finding meaning as he leads you through the 
adventure of your life like a veteran tour guide. Learn how to determine a clear 
direction toward living the life you’ve always wanted. Discover 
today how to give your unique best, live your most satisfying and 
rewarding life, and leave a worthwhile and beneficial legacy—
because the world is waiting for the important contribution that 
only you can make! 

PAiLS: 20 Years from Now, What Will You Wish You Had 
Done Today? Audio Book by Chris Brady
“Problems are the seasoning that makes victory taste sweet!” assures Chris 
Brady, author and narrator of PAiLS, in his very first audio book narration. Hear 
his creative approach to finding meaning in life, actualizing your true potential, 
and living the life you’ve always wanted—spoken with the wit and wisdom that 
only Chris can provide.

And Justice for All: The Quest for Concord, Volume I: 
The Problem Defined by Orrin Woodward 
Who doesn’t want to live in a free and prosperous land? But history has 
proven that even the societies that have managed to enjoy such an existence 
for a period of time don’t seem to thrive, or even survive, for very long. This 
book explains in detail why we’re losing our freedom and 
what factors need to be considered in order to hang on to 
what we have and get back what we have lost. This is a 
must-read for everyone seeking freedom and justice for all!

2011
Gold and 

Silver ADDY 
Award 
Winner

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

       Chris Brady co-authored the New York Times bestseller 
Launching a Leadership Revolution and also wrote Rascal: Making 
a Difference by Becoming an Original Character, A Month of Italy: 
Rediscovering the Art of Vacation, and several other titles. He is listed 
among the Top 100 Authors to Follow on Twitter (@RascalTweets). 
Online Masters Degree Programs chose his highly popular blog 
(www.chrisbrady.com) for a Masters Award in Leadership. 
       Originally educated as an engineer, Chris earned a Bachelor of 

Science degree in mechanical engineering from Kettering University (formerly GMI) 
and his Master of Science degree in manufacturing systems engineering from Carnegie 
Mellon University as a General Motors Fellow. He conducted his Master’s thesis work at 
Toyohashi University in Japan. 
 Chris is an avid motorized adventurer, pilot, world traveler, community builder, 
soccer fan, humorist, historian, and dad. He also has one of the world’s most unique 
resumes, including experience with a live bug in his ear, walking through a paned-glass 
window, chickening out from the high dive in elementary school, destroying the class 
ant farm in third grade, losing a spelling bee on the word use, jackhammering his foot, 
and more recently, sinking his snowmobile in a lake. Chris and his wife Terri have four 
children and live in North Carolina.
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FOREWORD BY NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

ORRIN WOODWARD

Please see our price list for current prices in your country’s currency.
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Letters to Lindsey by Terri Brady
For over twenty years, Terri Brady has captivated audiences with her 
heartfelt and often humorous teachings on marriage, motherhood, 
overcoming obstacles, achieving success, and living a Godly life. 
In her first book, she candidly shares her personal stories, insights, 
and advice, inspiring readers to grow closer to Christ, remain strong 
in their faith, and let love and joy fill their hearts and lives. This book 
is the perfect gift to treasure for yourself or to give to someone 
you treasure.

Toughen Up!: Basic Training for Leadership and 
Success by Claude Hamilton
Former Canadian Navy diver turned successful entrepreneur and 
leadership expert Claude Hamilton teaches you what it takes to toughen 
up your heart, mind, and soul in order to become all that God created 
you to be. With motivating personal examples and his “Basic Training for 
Leadership and Success,” Claude teaches you how to carry on through the 
most difficult challenges that life can throw your way—even when it seems 
impossible to go on any further. Discover new ways to hurdle over any 
roadblock to success and don’t let anything stand in the way of having the 
great life you deserve and are capable of achieving. 

This product is also available as 
an audio book.

Rascal: Making a Difference by Becoming an 
Original Character by Chris Brady with Foreword 
by Orrin Woodward
Rascal won the Personal Growth Gold Medal in the 2013 Living Now 
Evergreen Book Awards. Discover how to develop the character of a 
Rascal, to get out of line and be different in order to make a difference. 
Your individual future and the future of freedom depend on it. Get in touch 
with your "Rascalinity" and use it to break barriers and catapult you ahead 
of your peers. Live your life on purpose for a purpose and make your own 
unique contribution to the world!

This product is also available as an audio book.

2013 
Living Now 
Evergreen 

Book Awards 
Gold Medal 

Winner

ALL OBSTACLÉS PRESS BOOKS ARE AVAILABLE IN HARDCOPY OR EBOOK FORMATS!

Bronze Medal 
Winner in 
the 2015 

Illumination 
Awards

B O O K S
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A Month of Italy: Rediscovering the Art of Vacation by Chris Brady
A Month of Italy won a 2013 Gold ADDY Award for its cover design and is featured in
the major motion picture A Long Way Off. This story is one of going slow in order 
to go fast; it’s about rediscovering and bringing back a lost art, namely the art of 
vacation, and it is—or rather should be—a story about you. With wit and wisdom, 
Chris details the adventures of the Brady family’s month-long sabbatical in 
picturesque Italy. Kick back and relax with your copy today and be inspired to take 
your own “radical sabbatical!”

This product is also available as
an audio book.

2013
Gold ADDY 
Winner and 
Featured in 
the Movie 

A Long 
Way Off

Edge by Chris Brady and Orrin Woodward
There’s no age limit on success or the thinking behind it. Get the Edge 
on insight, inspiration, and plenty of practical advice by studying the 
experience of those who have already gone through the learning curve 
and achieved the kind of victories and fulfillment you strive for. Challenge 
yourself playing “Find Obstaclés,” that annoying elf-like creature who (like 
real-life critics) will do anything to trip you up on your road to success. The 
life-changing information found in this book will help you develop a keen 
eye and the good sense to easily spot him and avoid his snares. No one 
else can be who you are or do what you do. All your dreams deserve your 
best efforts, so get Edge and get a head start on accomplishing them!

ALL OBSTACLÉS PRESS BOOKS ARE AVAILABLE IN HARDCOPY OR EBOOK FORMATS!

B O O K S
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RESOLVED: 13 Resolutions for Life by 
Orrin Woodward
RESOLVED: 13 Resolutions for Life is the perfect way to learn the 
personal and leadership principles that have made so many people 
grow from ordinary citizens into extraordinary people who shine. Go 
back in time to explore the wisdom and experiences of some of the 
world’s most renowned leaders. Also used by many colleges and 
businesses, this book is the ideal gift of “a better you” for yourself and 
your loved ones. 

This product is also available as an audio book.

RESOLVED Primer: A Look into the 13 Resolutions  
by Orrin Woodward with John David Mann
This is the perfect compact, highly accessible companion volume to RESOLVED: 13 
Resolutions for Life. Designed to be a quick, easy, and powerful read, it’s filled with 
idea starters and eye-squinting truths. If you want richer relationships, more personal 
satisfaction, a compelling sense of purpose, and better control of your finances and 
business, the RESOLVED Primer is for you!

All-Time 
Top 100 

Leadership 
Book

ALL OBSTACLÉS PRESS BOOKS ARE AVAILABLE IN HARDCOPY OR EBOOK FORMATS!

RESOLVED Student Edition  
by Orrin Woodward with Rob Brown
As the inaugural text in Life Leadership’s Children’s Leadership Library, this 
information-packed text is transforming education. Now anyone at any age can easily 
learn and apply the principles taught in the renowned leadership book RESOLVED. 
Give the kids in your life the tools and knowledge they need to live with purpose and 
character, develop strong relationships, achieve success, master their finances, and 
make a meaningful contribution to the world!
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Leadership and Liberty: Pieces of the Puzzle by  
Chris Brady and Orrin Woodward
This book reviews timeless leadership principles as they apply to the concepts of liberty 
and freedom—specifically toward winning back much of what has 
been lost in our lands. This is a must read to equip leaders, both
new and experienced alike, to make an increasing difference in the 
fight for the principles of freedom.

This product is also available as an audio book.

ALL OBSTACLÉS PRESS BOOKS ARE AVAILABLE IN HARDCOPY OR EBOOK FORMATS!

The Big Meeting – Graphic Novel Written by Oliver DeMille 
and Illustrated by Eric Hungerford
This is for all fans of superhero comics, both young and old alike. Young Rascal and 
his friends discover they have superpowers and find themselves taking the lead and 
being tested to their limits in an epic battle against villain Obstaclés and his army of 
cloned mercenaries, who are out to turn the whole world into a land of mediocrity. Let 
the heroic efforts of Rascal and his friends show all future leaders how they can be 
superheroes in the ongoing fight for excellence, too!

B O O K S

Leadership Lessons from the Age of Fighting Sail  
by Chris Brady
Against a remarkable backdrop of complicated wooden sailing ships and their 
overwhelmingly complex management and warfare, we may see true leadership 
displayed in ways most interesting and instructive. It is when challenges are the greatest, 
when pressures are the highest, when risk is at its maximum, that the real mettle of 
leaders is revealed. Leaders who could rise above such demanding circumstances as 
those in the age of fighting sail are truly worthy of study. In their time, so foreign from 
ours, in how they did what they did, and why, there is much for today’s leaders to learn.

Leadership
Lessons
from the Age of
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About the Author

It is against a remarkable backdrop of complicated wooden sailing ships 
and their overwhelmingly complex management and warfare that 
we may see true leadership displayed in ways most interesting and 

instructive.  Given the challenges of these massive sailing cities from 
operational, tactical, and strategic considerations, the need for leadership 

in this historic era was monumental.  It is when challenges are the 
greatest, when pressures are the highest, when risk is at its maximum, 

that the real mettle of leaders is revealed.  Leaders who could rise above 
such demanding circumstances as those in the age of fighting sail are 

truly worthy of study.  In their time, so foreign from ours, in how they did 
what they did, and why, there is much for today’s leaders to learn.

CHRIS BRADY 
New York Times bestselling author Chris Brady has sold 
over a million books.  Some of his acclaimed works include 
A Month of Italy, PAiLS, Edge, LIFE, the 2013 Living Now 
Evergreen Book Awards Gold Medal Winner Rascal, and 
Launching a Leadership Revolution (co-authored with Orrin 

Woodward). Chris is the CEO and Creative Director of LIFE Leadership, 
and is one of Inc. Magazine’s Top 50 Leadership and Management Experts. 

Chris earned his bachelor of science degree in mechanical engineering 
at Kettering University (formerly GMI) and his master of science degree 
in manufacturing systems engineering at Carnegie-Mellon University 
as a General Motors Fellow. He conducted his master’s thesis work at 
Toyohashi University in Japan. 

Chris and his wife Terri have four children and live in North Carolina.

Leadership Lessons from 
the Age of Fighting Sail
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Wavemakers: How Small Acts of Courage Can 
Change the World with Foreword by Chris Brady 
Every now and then, extraordinary individuals come along and bring about permanent 
change in the lives of so many that society as a whole is forever altered. Discover from 
the examples of the various “Wavemakers” showcased in this book how you can make 
waves of your own and change the world for the better!

SPLASH!: A Leader’s Guide to Effective Public Speaking 
with Foreword by Chris Brady
Would you rather die than give a speech? Discover how you can actually enjoy it while 
also making a difference in the lives of others. Learn the SPLASH formula for great public 
speaking and become the kind of speaker and leader who makes a SPLASH—leaving any 
audience, big or small, forever changed—every time you speak!

Dealing with Difficult People with 
Foreword by Chris Brady
You can’t control others, but you can control how you handle them. Learn about the 
seven main types of difficult people and the Five-Step Peace Process, and equip 
yourself to understand why people behave the way they do, break the cycle of 
frustration, and turn your interactions into healthy, productive experiences. “You are 
going to encounter difficult people. Plan on it. Prepare for it. Become good at it.”

Life Leadership Essentials Series
Want to know how to be an effective leader and truly make a difference in this world? Your journey 
to leadership prominence starts here—with the Life Leadership Essentials Series. Learn the key 
principles and core concepts that every leader should know. And get helpful tools, techniques, and 
practical action steps, as well as plenty of inspiration, to increase your leadership capacity and expand 
your sphere of influence.

Bronze 
Medal 

Winner in the 
2015 eLit 
Awards
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Mentoring Matters: Targets, Techniques, and Tools for 
Becoming a Great Mentor with Foreword by Orrin Woodward
For most people, the necessary skills for being a great mentor don’t come naturally. 
Educate yourself on all of the key targets, techniques, and tools for becoming a 
magnificent mentor with this easy-to-apply manual. Your leadership success will be forever 
increased!

Turn the Page: How to Read Like a Top Leader with 
Introduction by Chris Brady
Leaders are readers, but they read differently than most people do. Learn how to read like 
top leaders do so you’ll be better able to emulate their success. Applying the skills taught 
in this book will impact your life, career, and leadership abilities in ways you can’t even 
imagine. So turn the page and start reading!

The Serious Power of Fun with Foreword by Chris Brady
Fun is serious business and a source of significant leadership power. Without it, few 
people maintain the levels of inspired motivation and sustained effort that bring great 
success. Discover how to turn any situation into the right kind of fun and enjoy life more. 
Then laugh your way to increased success!

Thick-Skinned: Why Caring Too Much about What Other 
People Think and Say Is Holding You Back – And What to 
Do About It with Foreword by Claude Hamilton
The downfall of many people is in worrying about what others think. This book will help 
you figure out why you are thin-skinned, show you how to ignore the negative speak from 
others and focus on positive thoughts instead, and teach you ways to develop thicker 
skin so you can flourish without hesitation.

Life Leadership Essentials Series

B O O K S

Customer Referral Program

Please see our price list for current prices in your country’s currency.
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Ladder: Climbing Out of a Slump with 
Foreword by Dan Hawkins
We’ve all been there: in a slump, at the end of a tunnel, at our wits’ end, or on the 
verge of failure. When it is time to climb out of the proverbial hole you have settled 
in, that is when your true strength and perseverance come out to shine. Unleash the 
power within you. Everyone has it. Ladder is a clever anecdote to help one and all 
make their true ascent from the bottom and climb all the way to the top.

$15.95
LEADERSHIP / BUSINESS

lifeleadership.com

LIFE Leadership Essentials Series

LADDER
C L I M B I N G  O U T  O F  A  S L U M P

LADDER
C L I M B I N G  O U T  O F  A  S L U M P

Never Let a Good SLump

Go to WaSte!

Foreword By

DAN HAWKINS

We’ve all been there: in a SLUMP, at the end of a 

tunnel, at our wits’ end, or on the verge of failure. 

When it is time to CLIMB OUT of the proverbial hole 

you have settled in, that is when your TRUE STRENGTH 

and perseverance come out to shine. Unleash the 

POWER within you. Everyone has it. LADDER is a clever 

anecdote to HELP one and all make their TRUE ascent 

from the bottom and CLIMB all the way to the TOP.
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The Innovator 
with Foreword by Bill Lewis
Want continued or greater success in life? Then it’s time to innovate. Behind every 
success and all advancement stands The Innovator. Get a blueprint for effective and 
consistent innovation based on the experience and examples of those who are already 
successful innovators. If you want improvement in any area of life, just one path will get 
you there: become The Innovator.

Life Leadership Essentials Series

Customer Referral Program
3 for FREE Program!
Subscribe to one or more of Life Leadership’s subscriptions, and when 
you refer at least three other customers who do the same (of equivalent 
price), yours will be free each month that they continue to subscribe! 
This also applies to them, if they want to share the great news of Life 
Leadership’s products with others and receive theirs for free as well!

FREEFREE3 
FOR

3 
FOR

PROGRAMPROGRAM
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” The Life Leadership products have not only helped me to become 

a better person, but the information has allowed me the ability to help 

others in ways that I would never have been able to do before. ”–Melissa Canniff




